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On June 23, 1986, at 1655, a Unit 2 Engineering Safeguard Features (ESF) Train A
Feedwater Isolation Signal was actuated from a reactor trip low reactor coolant
Tave signal (P-4 interlock) . The incident occurred while Duke Power personnel were
testing the reactor trip breakers. Both Main Feedwater Pumps were not operating;
therefore, the only automatic actuation that occurred was the closing of the
Feedwater Containment Isolation Valves. Since there were no steam loads on the
steam generators (S/G), the closing of the isolation valves did not affect the
level in the S/G. The isolation valves were reopened shortly after their automatic
closing.

Unit 2 was in Mode 3, Hot Standby, at the time of the incident.

This event has been attributed to a defective procedure. The health and safety of
the public were not affected by this incident.
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On June 23, 1986, at 1655, a Unit 2 Engineering Safeguard Features (EIIS:JE) (ESP) |

Train A Feedwater Isolation Signal was actuated from a reactor trip low reactor
coolant Tave signal (P-4 interlock). The incident occurred while Duke Power
personnel were testing the reactor trip breakers. Both Main Feedwater Pumps
(EIIS:AB) were not operating; therefore, the only automatic actuation that occurred
was the closing of the Feedwater Containment Isolation Valves (EIIS:ISV). Since
there were no steam loads on the steam generators (S/G), the closing of the
isolation valves did not affect the level in the S/G. The isolation valves were
reopened shortly after their automatic closing.

Unit 2 was in Mode 3, Hot Standby, at 0% power at the t.ime of the incident.

BACKGROUND: ,

The reactor trip switchgear constats of two reactor trip breakers, RTA and RTB, and
two bypass breakers, BYA and F B. Tne reaccor trip breakers are connected in
serxes with both motor-generator (MG) sets so that opening either breaker
interrupts power to all cantrol rod drive mechanisms-(EIIS:AA), permitting the rods
(EIIS: ROD) to free fall into the core. The reactor trip breakers are actuated by
two separate logic matrices of the Solid State Protection System (EIIS/JE) (SSPS),
with Train A controlling breaker RTA and Train B controlling breaker RTB. The
bypass breakers are used during testing of the reactor trip breakers. Bypass
breaker BYA, which is controlled by Train B logic of the SSPS, is used to bypass
reactor trip breaker RTA. Bypass breaker BYB, which is controlled by Train A logic
of the SSPS, is used to bypass reactor trip breaker RTB. Response time testing of

,
reactor trip breaker RTA and bypass breaker BYB is performed using the Response

l Time Testing of Reactor Trip Breakers RTA and/or BYB procedure. Response time
testing of reactor trip breaker RTB and bypass breaker BYA is performed using the
Response Time Testing of reactor trip breakers RTB and/or BYA. .

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

On June 23,1986, at 1400, while Unit 2 was in Mode 3, Duke Power personnel began
performing periodic testing on Unit 2 reactor trip breaker RTA and bypass breaker
BYB which is performed every 6 months. This periodic testing has usually been
performed while the unit was in Mode 1, but the appropriate procedure is written to
allow this testing to be performed in all modes.

While performing the test on the reactor trip breakers, Duke Power personnel opened
reactor trip breaker RTA and then opened bypass breaker BYA according to the,

procedure. The procedure did not require control room personnel to block the
feedwater isolation signal. With breakers RTA and BYA open, the feedwater
isolation signal not blocked, and reactor coolant Tave less than 564 degrees F, the
SSPS initiated an ESF train A feedwater isolation signal at 1655. Since Unit 2 was
in Mode 3, with neither Main Feedwater Pump operating, the ct.ly automatic action
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which occurred was the closing of the feedwater containment isolation valves. At
1700, the isolation valves were reopenad, and the testing of the reactor trip
breakers was successfully completed. At 0730, the NRC was notified of this event
as required.

CONCLUSION:

This incident has been attributed to a defective procedure due to the Response Time
Testing of reactor trip breakers RTA and/or BYB procedure allowing both RTA and BTA
breakers to be open without having the feedwater isolation signal blocked. The
subject procedures require blocking isolation signals in other unrelated parts of
the procedures.

A review of past Licensee Event Reports revealed one similar occurrence involving
an ESF actuation signal generated when the unit was in Mode 3 due to a procedural
inadequacy (LER Number 369/85-07). This previous event did not involve the subject
Response Time Testing of Reactor Trip Breaker procedures.

There were no personnel injuries, radiation overexposures, or release of
radioactive materials as a result of this incident.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Subsequent:

The feedwater containment isolation valves were reopened.

Planned:

1) The appropriate Duke Power personnel will review this event and adequate
communications during work activities will be stressed.

l
'

2) Appropriate procedure changes will be incorporated into the 2 subject Response
Time Testing of Reactor Breakers procedures to ensure similar incidents do not
occur in the future. The changes will be in the form of a caution to have the

j feedwater isolation signal blocked when required. These 2 procedures are
I shared by Unit 1 and 2.
I

SAFETY ANALYSIS:

I The ESF actuation signal was correctly initiated when bypass breaker BYA was opened'

with reactor trip breaker RTA already open and with reactor coolant Tave less than
564 degrees F.
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Since Unit 2 was in Mode 3 at the time of the incident with Main Feedwater Pumps

not operating, no control rods withdrawn, and the Auxiliary Feedwater system out of
service for maintenance, the only automatic actuation which occurred as a result of
the ESF Train A isolation signal was the closing of the Unit 2 feedwater
containment isolation valves (valves 2CF-35, 2CF-30, 2CF-28, and 2CF-26). The
steam generators were in no danger from loss of feedwater flow since there was only
minimal flow to the steam generators and there were no steam loads on the steam
generators.

If this incident had occurred while the unit was at 100% power, there would have
been a reactor trip but not a main feedwater isolation. Since the reactor coolant
Tave would be greater than 564 degrees F, the requirements for P-4 interlock would
not have been met. Therefore, the main feedwater isolation signal would not have

been initiated.

The health and safety of the public were not affected by this incident.
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DUKE POWER GOMPANY
P.O. HOx 33180

CHARLOTTE, N.O. 28242

IIALH. TUCKER Tut.zenown

(704) 373-4531wwm PasemaWT
WUCLEAS PRODON

July 31, 1986

. Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 2 <

Docket Nos. 50-370
LER 370/86-09-01

Gentlemen:,

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections (a)(2)(iv), attached is Licensee Event Report
, 370/86-09-01 concerning an Engineering Safeguard Features Train A Feedwater
' Isolation Signal Generated Due to a Defective Procedure. Revised LER 370/86--04-01

corrects an inconsistency in the " conclusion" of LER 370/86-09-00. This event was
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of the
public.

Very truly yours,
!

!

#

B* /N"sg
Hal B. Tucker

JGT/27/jgm

xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace American Nuclear Insurers
Regional Administrator, Region II c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission The Exchange, Suite 245

i 101 Marietta St. NW, Suite 2900 270 Farmington Avenue
! Atlanta, Georgia 30323 Farmington, CT 06032

INPO Records Centor Mr. Darl Hood
i Suite 1500 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
[ 1100 Circle 75 Parkway Office of Nuclear Reactor Reg.

Atlanta, Georgia 30339 Washington, D.C. 20555

M&M Nuclear Consultants Mr. W.T. Orders
1221 Avenue of the Americas NRC Resident Inspector

|
New York, New York 10020 McGuire Nuclear Station
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